Peptide Receptor RadioTherapy (PRRT) came of age with the first official announcement in 2015 when the results of the NETTER-1 randomized trial \[[@CR1], [@CR2]\] became available. This demonstrated that second-line therapy with \[^177^Lu\]Lu-DOTA-TATE was significantly more efficient than high-dose somatostatin analogs (SSAs) in decreasing the risk of progression of metastatic small-bowel neuroendocrine tumors (NETs), receiving standard SSA dosage. Those of us who had already been using PRRT effectively for 20 years were underwhelmed by this pronouncement. It was like listening to the result of a football game being announced a week after we had watched the match.

Similarly, since 2003 we have known what viral pandemics like SARS can do to the population. Yet, almost 20 years later, we responded as if we had learnt nothing about early identification, predicting outcome and instituting early treatment. Much the same pattern has emerged with PRRT. We waited 25 years after the first demonstration of PRRT efficacy for there to be approval of \[^177^Lu\]Lu-DOTA-TATE as a pharmaceutical for PRRT \[[@CR3]--[@CR6]\]. In the meantime, the slow adopters, parties with vested interests and naysayers, hindered the usage of an obviously effective therapy. And now we are waiting for a predictor of outcome and for---dare one say it---the opportunity to implement effective treatment early... before the tumor has spread through the entire body.

Relying on the results of the NETTER-1 study, the Medical Oncology and Endocrinological community has now embraced PRRT as if no previous data were relevant. Thus, none of those who have used \[^177^Lu\]Lu-DOTA-TATE in spontaneous single-arm academic trials for over 15 years will be surprised when the mature results demonstrating an overall survival benefit will be available.

Should we be happy that PRRT is now considered as second-line therapy in progressive metastatic GEP NET patients? Probably not, since many patients will have perished having waiting too long before receiving a targeted therapy with a safe and efficient drug. Watching and waiting as a strategy for COVID-19 and SARS proved to be a futile strategy to look after illness. In other environments it would be termed benign neglect and governments that have recommended inactivity have been justifiably criticized at the negative outcomes of such a policy. Indeed, it is a quixotic notion (inactivity) when considering a proliferating tumor; it will not get better on its own or are there some who believe such an improbable notion? Just as the three Ts---testing, tracing, and treating---have been well proven as a pandemic management strategy, so we need to re assess PRRT. Firstly, we need to test for and develop assessments of tumor-specific genetic drivers that identify progression. In addition, we need to identify the presence of the target (SSA-PET) (trace where the tumor is), define the activity, and treat the extent of the disease. In order to ensure effective treatment we need to characterize both the extent and the likely responsiveness of the NET disease (e.g., NETest and the positive predictor quotient (PPQ) \[[@CR7], [@CR8]\]) and implement an early prognostic characterization of the disease (\[^18^F\]-FDG PET/CT \[[@CR9], [@CR10]\]). This should provide the basis for the implementation of early treatment (PRRT).

We understand that containment is effective for COVID-19, why would we not seek to contain a tumor at the earliest possible time before it spreads as a pandemic through the body? Should we have to wait for meaningful radiological progression, based upon RECIST criteria, with all its known limitations in NETs, before we can take action? Is there any biological proof that a tumor is in a state of suspended animation-static, non-metabolic, and non-proliferative?

If we compare this scenario to the current COVID-19 pandemic, with all due proportionality related to the different biological pace, the analogy would be that in addition to early signs of fever and cough, one should await respiratory failure before initiating an active treatment targeting the disease. In both cases---but more so for NETs, which are better understood---should we wait to have a much greater magnitude of progression, defined according to obsolescent schemes, and only treat when the outcome is inevitable? The equivalent would be to wait till the pandemic has moved to many different locations and incidence levels are now increasing in multiple sites before we propose to act. Surely, we are imprudent and negligent if we do not seek to move treatment time needle forwards to increase efficacy (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}).Fig. 1Metastatic disease as a paradigm model of an intra-individual pandemic. COVID-19 (bottom) has metastasized throughout the countries of the world (top). Targeted therapy can be directed against NETs using a personalized metabolic functional imaging FDG PET (left) and SSA-PET (right) assessing glycolytic tumor metabolism and SSTR2 expression. The FDG PET ^68^ demonstrates increased metabolic activity, and the SSA-PET (right) indicates the target-increased SSTR expression in the minimal metastatic disease. The efficacy of PRRT can then be predicted using molecular genomic analysis in blood (PPQ) (center) and monitored in real time using the NETest, avoiding excessive radiation from frequent reassessment CT scans. Fully anonymized images are from MSKCC

Presently, major guidelines recommend surveillance even in asymptomatic metastatic cases of low-grade NETs with low tumor burden \[[@CR11], [@CR12]\]. However, a recent meta-analysis indicates the superiority of active treatments over placebo, in terms of progression-free and overall survival \[[@CR13]\]. As for COVID-19, it is clear that waiting for the disease to progress, in the single individual and in the community, before taking action, is like securing the cage door after the lion has escaped. The same is true for NET disease, and one should be aware of the risks of "tumor escape" and behave accordingly before the disease engulfs the victim.

The identification of the minimum effective dosage while maintaining maximum tolerability is a critical determinant in optimizing efficacy of PRRT \[[@CR14]\] and, more generally, target therapies. If these could be used at early---even microscopic---stages of disease, significantly better results could be obtained, similarly to adjuvant chemotherapy \[[@CR15]\]. Treating minimal residual disease is, in fact, more effective than attempting to do so in advanced stages, with respect to disease volume, bioavailability and permeation of the drug into tumor cells, and acquired tumor damage/immune response/repair capacity \[[@CR16]\].

A critical issue is to have sensitive non-invasive tools that identify residual/recurrent disease at the earliest possible time. These include molecular genomic liquid biopsies such as the NETest and advanced functional imaging \[[@CR17]\]. In the same way that confronting COVID-19 would have been much more effective if an early notification test was available and we identified the first ten infected persons before they became multiplex global vectors. In precisely this fashion so would a tumor patient benefit if we could detect an early genomic disease signal and identify a tumor when only minimal aberrant clones commenced proliferation.

In reality, the efficacy of radionuclide therapy is determined by the balance between the absorbed radiation dose delivered to the tumor (Gy)---in turn regulated by the tumor mass, administered activity, and residence time---and the responsiveness of the tumor to radiation, which has a genomic basis \[[@CR18]\].

The crux of the matter is to ensure that therapeutic procrastination should not be allowed to amplify disease burden, thereby placing patients at higher risk. Such a strategy facilitates the development of disease likely to be less responsive and simultaneously incurring the adverse events associated with ionizing radiation. PRRT should not be offered arbitrarily to any patient with a low-volume stable G1-G2 GEP-NET disease. A molecular and image integrated stratification strategy is required.

In order to implement an appropriate risk--benefit analysis of such a strategy in an individual patient it is necessary to identify and define the disease in which progression is already occurring although still at a microscopic level. Biological (genomic) progression needs to be identifiable even if the patient is asymptomatic (as useless a criterion in COVID as in neoplasia) and not in radiological progression. In addition to the identification of the target through SSA-PET/CT (current or prior to recent therapy, e.g., surgery), a positive \[^18^F\]-FDG PET scan can identify more aggressive forms of disease, which should be considered for early PRRT. Similarly, the blood-based multianalyte NET-related transcriptomic signature, the NETest, which can detect microscopic disease and anticipates imaging progression by up to a year, can be used to early identify the best moment to intervene. In these patients, the blood molecular genomic positive PPQ can stratify such patients into responders and non-responders, so that treatment can be further individualized.

Sadly, humans are reluctant to learn from history and are as incapable of applying the lessons of history to the future. How quickly we forget the bitter fruits of SARS (2002), and now less than two decades later are learning (once again) the extraordinary human costs engendered by the procrastinative errors of COVID-19. Now is the time to better understand the conceptual similarity and better manage the human cancer cell pandemic semantically comparable to NET metastatic disease. Key elements will be early identification, genomic testing, functional imaging (Ga-SSA and FDG PET), and early targeting with an effective agent. Globally embracing these steps and ensuring that an abundance of caution and a desire to extend life are fundamental goals will enable us to advance therapeutic efficacy and succeed. It is our moral and ethical obligation to surmount the unremitting internal pandemic of cancer for the sake of humanity.

In 1721 Pietro Metastasio wrote the memorable *Gli orti esperidi*, which was immortalized by the "surgical soprano" Carlo Farinelli. In this time of loss, we should follow Metastasio's invitation and facilitate the introduction of PRRT to the Garden of the Hesperides.
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